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Toy Donation Program

If you or anyone you know are interested in 

donating a new or ‘gently used’ battery operated 
toy that RePlay for Kids can adapt, please

review the following suggestions:

Plush Toys

For example: Tickle-Me-Elmo, Care Bears, dolls that talk or sing

What to look for: One or two switches: such as an on/off switch, 

or a switch in the hand, foot or belly that needs to be squeezed.

What to avoid: Multiple switches or buttons to activate, since 

we can adapt only one or two switches.

Action Figures

For example: Spiderman, Power Rangers, Robots

What to look for: One or two switches: such as an on/off 

switch, or a pushbutton.

What to avoid: Multiple switches or buttons to activate, 

since we can adapt only one or two switches.

Motor Vehicles

For example: Remote Control (R/C) Race Cars, Matchbox 
trucks, airplanes/helicopters

What to look for: If remote controlled, only choose ones with 

forward/reverse controls, not left/right too.

What to avoid: Four-directional controls or multiple switches 

to activate. Also avoid toys that move too fast (since there  

will be a cable attached).

Musical Toys

For example: Crib toys, Sesame Street musical toys

What to look for: One or two switches: such as an on/off 

switch, or a pushbutton.

What to avoid: Multiple switches or buttons to activate, since 

we can adapt only one or two switches. Also avoid keyboards,  

guitars, and other multi-key instruments.
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RePlay for Kids is a 501 (c)(3) tax 

exempt non-profit organization of 

volunteers who repair and adapt toys 

and assistive devices for children with 

disabilities  in Northeast Ohio.

Who are we?

At RePlay for Kids, our    

mission is to increase  

the availability of toys  

and assistive devices for  

children with disabilities.

battery operated toys only please!

Shop from our 
Amazon Wish List




